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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: September Meet 2017 
Eleventh Day: Sunday, October 1, 2017 
Post Time: 12:45 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 99-31-16-11  31%W, 59%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#5)OUTRUN THE POSSE: Tick cheap but gets pocket trip under Lanerie   
(#1)MONDAY CONFESSION: Won four of last five; exits restricted company 
(#2)NOSHACKLESHERE: Aired the last time she was in for a tag; dirt the? 
(#6)INFINITE MIDNIGHT: Like the cutback to 6.5F; broke maiden on dirt 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-1-2-6 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#8)HE’S CHEEKY: Bad break, wide trip costly in last; nine-panels suits  
(#7)THIRSTY ACTOR: Perfect 3-for-3 on the weeds; first start off the claim 
(#2)ALL RIGHT: Exits stakes company; pace factor on the stretch out 
(#1)ONE OF A KIND: Love the move back to grass; capable off the shelf 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-7-2-1 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#2)RICHIE’SLILWILDCAT: Powerful jock/trainer combo; bred to love dirt   
(#1)RED DREAD: Like the cutback to 5.5F; never been on a “fast” strip 
(#7)JULIA’S KITTY: Professional win on debut for Amoss; plenty of upside 
(#5)ESPRESSA: Stakes placed on synthetic surface; dirt is the x-factor 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-1-7-5 
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RACE FOUR 
(#5)CAPRIASCA: Rolling late for $5K 16 days ago; right back for a nickel   
(#8)GINGERMORE: In a snug spot for $5,000; she’s better without blinkers 
(#1)HOLD ME TIGHT: Synthetic-to-dirt angle appealing; good fit for $5K 
(#9)DISONES PRETTY: Wide draw O.K. out of chute; likes minor awards 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-8-1-9 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#1)BLUE RIDGE GIRL: Turf-to-dirt, route-to-sprint angles playable   
(#3)RIGHT ON BY: In the money in 4-of-6 lifetime; 7F in her wheelhouse 
(#9)MALINE: First start for a tag for crafty outfit; capable off sidelines 
(#6)UNFADING BEAUTY: Improved in each 2017 start; tighter this time 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-9-6 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#1)NETAS: Throw out Kentucky Downs effort; handles dirt, blinkers-on   
(#10)PAYNTER’S BOY: Sneaky good debut effort; turf-to-dirt appealing 
(#4)TWEETER IN CHIEF: Lost all chance at the start in Saratoga unveiling 
(#6)COMBINED: Sharp recent tab in Bayou; barn solid with first-timers 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-10-4-6 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#2)SILENT DECREE: One-turn form is solid; second start of form cycle   
(#8)TEMPESTUOUS ANGEL: Won his lone Louisville start; 7F specialist 
(#3)SPEAKER JOHN: Back for a tag for high-percentage barn; gets Lanerie 
(#7)AWESOME FU: Razor-sharp for $16-$10,000; used up in hot pace? 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-8-3-7 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#1)DERBY CHAMPAGNE: He likes the Matt Winn Course; saves ground 
(#2)LUCKY RAMSEY: Won last 2 outside stakes company; horse for course 
(#8)ZAMBIAN: In the money in 15-of-21 lifetime; back to uniform terrain 
(#3)ZAPPERINI: Hasn’t had his picture taken in a while; tries every time 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-8-3 
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RACE NINE 
(#5)HOLIDAY MUSIC: Loving the switch back to dirt; never off the board   
(#10)DREAMCALL: Overcame poor start in last; better on the main track 
(#6)FUN: She’s G1 stakes placed on dirt; first main track start this year 
(#3)LORAN HOLIDAY (ARG): Should love 2-turns on dirt; “fast” strip a + 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-10-6-3 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#5)HONOR THE EMPIRE: Sports freakishly fast work tab in Lexington   
(#11)SOUPER SMART: Good debut effort over demanding course; dirt O.K. 
(#2)DREAM BABY DREAM: Hooked solid crew on debut; plenty of upside 
(#9)WILDERNESS GATE: $185K colt hails from barn that wins with 2YO’s 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-11-2-9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


